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BRIDGEPORT FALLS STRUCTURAL ASSESSMENT

1.0

STRUCTURAL OBSERVATIONS

The structural site observations were made on June 23, 2021, consisting of walk-through visual
observations of the building structures at Bridgeport Falls Park at FM 2123 near Industrial Blvd.
The structural observations were made by Richard Zinser of Stantec. The structural systems and
conditions observed are documented in the following sections.

1.1

BRIDGEPORT FALLS PARK

The Park is a location where people can enter or leave the river when kayaking or canoeing. The only
structural item to consider is the canoe launch railing boaters use to slide their canoe or kayak from the
upper parking lot down to the river. The railing is supported at three locations.
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Photograph

Description
Photograph 01
Bridgeport Falls Park
Canoe/kayak launch rail.
Rail has three support posts. One large diameter
pipe at the top and bottom with a smaller
square tube at the center.

Photograph 02
Bridgeport Falls Park
1.

The upper rail support post is solidly embedded
into the sandstone.
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Photograph

Description
Photograph 03
Bridgeport Falls Park
1.

The center post support does not engage the
rock bearing material hovering above it by
approximately ½ inch.

Photograph 04
Bridgeport Falls
1.

Bottom rail support post embedded in concrete
shaft. Solidly fastened.
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2.0

CONCLUSIONS

The canoe launch rail is solidly fastened to the support posts at the top and bottom but the center support
is loose suspended approximately 1/2 inch above a sandstone boulder. The square post at the center
has a base plate with bolt holes but no bolts fasten it to any foundation.

3.0

RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend the center support post have a concrete base be installed below the square tube to
provide for the use of anchor bolts to fasten the square post base plate. The top post and bottom post
are acceptable structurally as is with no remediation necessary.
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This document entitled Bridgeport Falls STRUCTURAL ASSESSMENT was prepared for Stantec
Architecture Inc. (“Stantec”) (the “Client”). Any reliance on this document by any third party is
strictly prohibited. The material in it reflects K+K Associates, LLP’s professional judgment in light
of the scope, schedule and other limitations stated in the document and in the contract between
Stantec and K+K Associates, LLP. The opinions in the document are based on conditions and
information existing at the time the document was published and do not consider any subsequent
changes. In preparing the document, K+K Associates, LLP did not verify information supplied to it
by others. Any use which a third party makes of this document is the responsibility of such third
party. Such third party agrees that K+K Associates, LLP shall not be responsible for costs or
damages of any kind, if any, suffered by it or any other third party because of decisions made or
actions taken based on this document.

Prepared by
(signature)
Sharon Krueger, Registered Accessibility Specialist

Reviewed by
(signature)
James Krueger, Registered Accessibility Specialist
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Observations
K+K Associates, LLP and Stantec visited the site on June 23, 2021 for the purpose of observing the
existing conditions regarding accessibility within the City of Bridgeport City Parks. K+K Associates, LLP
was guided through the facilities by a Stantec representative or employee, Ms. Rebecca Pittman. K+K
Associates, LLP was given access to each of five (5) parks, unless lack of access is noted, and allowed
to observe conditions regarding the existing condition of accessibility. Observations at each site are
based on either the Texas Accessibility Standards of 2012 or 1994 (as applicable), in addition to the
Outdoor Developed Areas document published by the United States Access Board.
Conclusions
No construction documents of existing facilities were provided, and K+K Associates, LLP’s opinions
regarding the observed conditions are based on what is believed to be what is readily observable and
measurable at each of the parks.
K+K Associates, LLP recommends that, as improvements are made to the existing facilities, the following
hierarchy of corrections be included as described in the report for each park:
1) An accessible entrance to the facility
2) An accessible route to any altered area or facility
3) An accessible toilet room for both men and women, or an accessible single user unisex toilet
room, if toilet rooms are provided
4) An accessible dual water fountain, if water fountains are provided
5) Accessible parking, if parking is provided.
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1.0

BRIDGEPORT FALLS PARK

Bridgeport Falls Park provides a canoe or kayak launch or arrival point on the West Fort of the Trinity
River, as well as an opportunity for fishing. There is an unimproved parking lot, with a dirt and gravel
surface. There are no toilets provided.

Photograph

Description
Photographs 1.1.01 and 1.1.02
Parking
There is a parking area within the park.
The parking lot is unimproved, with a dirt and gravel
surface. There are no a markings, and no
marked accessible parking spaces, or adjacent
access aisles, or signage. Accessible parking
surfaces are to be firm and stable, usually
concrete or asphalt.

Photographs 1.1.03 and 1.1.04
River Access
2.

There is a steep path from the parking lot to the
edge of the weir.

3.

The path is dirt and loose gravel. It has a slope
that exceeds 5%. There are no amenities
provided at this time that require an accessible
route/path. There is no accessible route
provided currently.
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Photographs 1.1.05 and 1.1.06
Texas Paddling Trail
1.

This segment of the West Fort of the Trinity
River is designated as part of the paddling
trails system by Texas Parks & Wildlife.

2.

No accessible route is provided to access
launching canoes or kayaks. There are no
amenities at this time that require an
accessible launch facility.
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Photographs 1.1.07 and 1.1.08
West Fork of the Trinity River
1.

Fishing is allowed at the park.

2.

No accessible route is provided to access
fishing positions nor any fishing pier
provided. There are no amenities at this
time that require accessibility to fishing.
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2.0

CONCLUSIONS

The observations made at our site visit to Bridgeport Falls Park, on June 23, 2021, were for the purpose
of assessing the existing conditions regarding accessibility within the park, the paddling launch, fishing,
and parking. The park is also part of the Texas Paddling Trails, maintained by the Texas Parks and
Wildlife. Observations at each site are based on either the Texas Accessibility Standards (TAS) of 2012
or 1994 (as applicable). There is little accommodation addressing accessibility within the facility. The
parking lot is a gravel and dirt surface, with no marked parking, no marked accessible parking and
adjacent access aisle, or signage. The route from the parking lot to the weir is steep (far exceeding a 5%
slope), and has a dirt and gravel surface. There is no accessible route from the parking to the paddling
launch and fishing areas near the weir. At this time there are no recreational facilities provided, such as a
boat launch from a trailered vehicle, or fishing pier, or boat slip. There are no toilet facilities, water
fountains, picnic tables, or similar recreational amenities available at this time. The Texas Accessibility
Standards do not scope launch sites for canoes or kayaks that are not at a boat launch or boat slip/pier.
.

3.0

RECOMMENDATIONS

K+K Associates, LLP recommends that, as improvements are made to the existing facilities, the following
hierarchy of corrections be included as described in the report, for each park:
1) An accessible entrance to each facility.
2) An accessible route to each altered area or element.
3) An accessible toilet room for both men and women, or an accessible single user unisex toilet
room, if toilet rooms will be provided.
4) An accessible dual water fountain, if water fountains will be provided.
5) Accessible parking, if parking will provided.
The above list is what TAS expects and requires minimally when facilities make improvements, whether it
is an alteration of the existing facility, or additions to a facility. TDLR requires that at least 20% of a
budget for a renovation or alteration project be allocated for accessibility, if all of the five (5) items in the
hierarchy cannot be achieved due to budgeting constraints. We recommend that funds be available for
these five elements as part of any design package. An accessible route is a route between elements, or
from an entry point, that is at least 36” wide, has a slope that is no more than 5%, a cross slope that is no
more than 2%, and a surface material that is firm and stable (such as concrete or asphalt).
Additionally, should additional recreational elements be altered or added, they will be required to fully
meet TAS. This includes (but not limited to): any boat launch, any fishing pier, any hiking trails or
observation points, any picnic tables, any accessible parking serving the park within the property line, and
any future toilet rooms, showers, water fountains, or camping sites. Any items that may be included as
part of a future design are to be fully designed under 2012 TAS. An accessible route (described in the
previous paragraph) is to connect all elements and facilities within the footprint of the property
boundaries, including accessible parking if provided, and all elements added to the park. We recommend
that all elements that are altered or added be designed to meet 2012 TAS as part of the initial project
design.
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